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Swatting flies idiom

Traditionally, China has not given residents much to say in government-backed activities, even in seemingly innocuous ones like the country's annual selection of Chinese words and phrases that best sum up the past year. But this time, their voices matter. Such a selection process has been held for the past nine years,
organized by the government-backed Chinese National Language Monitoring and Research Center in tandem with the publishing house and website of the People's Daily, the Communist Party's flagship newspaper. Last year, the chosen character was 房, or house, a word chosen to reflect the challenges residents feel
in trying to save enough to buy an apartment in cities. The phrase positive energy, or 正能量 was also chosen, a phrase chosen to highlight the need for public justice and justice, according to Yu Dianli, one of the organizers. Now, for the first time Chinese Internet users are also being pulled to help with the selection
process. Previous years have been decided by a group of experts, state news agency Xinhua reported. Voting has not yet begun, but since the call for the nomination came out last week, thousands of Internet users have made their own proposals, Xinhua said. The website of the People's Daily was overwhelmed by
5,500 proposals on the first day of the event, the site reported. To date, the recommendations include the phrase 拍蝇打虎, which means hunting tigers and swat flies, a phrase used by Chinese President Xi Jinping to show his determination to root out corrupt officials, no matter how powerful they are. Since Mr. Xi first
announced his campaign against graft, various high-ranking officials including Zhou Yongkang and Xu Caihou have been ousted. Others have used the competition as a moment to focus attention on environmental pollution. One microblogger Zhang Xin recommended APEC 蓝, or APEC Blue as word of the year, a term
first coined by microbloggers to describe the blue sky seen during the recent Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation meeting in Beijing, which the government managed to achieve through a series of extreme pollution controls. The term later became used for something beautiful, but ultimately fleeting. Another word that has
been recommended by many microbloggers is the 啦, or law, which was chosen as the theme for this year's fourth plenum. The word not only reflects the fact that the government attaches great importance, but also means that more efforts are needed to raise public awareness of the rule of law, wrote one microblogger
named Zhou Yanrong on the People's Daily website. The discussion was associated with various scholars as well, including Mao Yushi, an economist who told local media that he recommended the nature of 盼, which means expectation. The year 2014 can be defined 盼, quoted by a local newspaper in Chengdu. I
expect progress on China's constitutional reform, which is now a key issue in China. Another scholar, Hao Mingjian - well-respected magazine, which focuses on the study of the Chinese language - suggested the character of 振, which can be translated to mean cheer up or rebounce. Mr Hao said he thought 2014 was a
year of cheering and hope, thanks to the government's crackdown on corruption. The practice of choosing the nature of the year is not unique to China. In Japan, where the tradition is the longest, 轮 - meaning circle or wheel - was chosen last year and ⾦, or gold, was selected the year before. Meanwhile last year,
Singapore selected 霾 as the year's character, meaning smog. The results of China's selection process will be announced on December 19. Readers, what do you think the most appropriate word to represent 2014 for the Middle Kingdom is? Take our poll below or leave your own suggestion in the comments section. --
Zhang Xuejian and Ma Si ___ Also popular on China Real Time now: China is over-reliance on guaranteed loans, in 3 charts as China cracks down on illegal videos, Foreign TELEVISION lovers mourn Copyright ©2020 Dow Jones &amp; Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 87990cbe856818d5eddac44c7b1cdeb8 (sw-t)
verbWord forms: swats, swatting or swatted (transitive)1. swat fly also called: swotCollins English Dictionary. Copyright © HarperCollins Publishers Word originC17: Northern English dialect and US variant squat (sw)noun, verbWord forms: swats, swatting or swatted Collins English Dictionary. Copyright © HarperCollins
Publishers (sw啦t) U.S. Webster's New World College Dictionary, May 4, 2015. Copyright © 2010 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. The word originS(pecial) W(eapons) and(nd) T(actics) (sw啦t) nounWord forms: plural 啦Swati (啦sw啦ti) Webster's New World College Dictionary, 4th Edition. Copyright ©
2010 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. (swst) region in NE Pakistan, on the River Indus: Former Prince's State of India Webster's New World College Dictionary, 4th Edition. Copyright © 2010 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. (sw啦t) verb transitiveWord forms: 啦swatted or 啦swatting1. hit
with a quick, sharp punch of the noun2. fast, sharp punch, as with bat or swatter Webster's New World College Dictionary, 4th Edition. Copyright © 2010 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. Display Usage Trends for: All Years Last 10 Years Last 50 Years Last 100 Years Last 300 Years In Other Languages
Translate Your Free Text Source Definition swat from Collins English Dictionary New from Collins Fantasy Fiction Genre, which depicts amoral or morally ambiguous characters involved in violent struggles in a dystopian environment Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and get access to exclusive updates and
offers Sign up New Hope for New Year's Eve is traditionally when we correct our gaze firmly forward in the hope that the cast look back at the year just ended. Which despite the negatives healthy growth of a good neighbor's neighbor as demonstrated, for example, by the caregiver. Read more Food for thought this
Christmas I don't know about you, but I'm already salivating at the prospect of a Christmas meal. The first pangs start in early December with a nostalgia rush I get for spotting dinky clean bags of mixed nuts for sale. Read more Eight Gaelic words from the Collins English Dictionary English is a language that has seen its
vocabulary shaped and influenced by many neighboring languages from around the world over time... including some that are a little closer to home. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary apps available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new
online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And best of all it's free ads, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more Word Lists We have nearly 200 lists of words from topics such as different kinds of butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots!
Amaze your friends with new-found knowledge! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, language insights, offers and contests every month. Read more Scrabble scores for 'swat':7 (redirected from swatting)Also found in: Tezaurus, Medical, Idioms, Encyclopedia. (swсt)v. swat·ted, swat·ting,
swats v.tr. To strike or hit with a sharp punch: Swatted the ball into the outfield.v.intr. To strike or try to strike something with a sharp punch: swatted on a mosquito. [Change squat, to squash (obsolete and dialectical).] American Heritage® English Dictionary, fifth edition. Copyright © 2016 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. (sw)vb (tr), swats, swatting or swattedto strike or hit sharply: do swat and fly. n1. another word (esp Brit) for swatter12. sharp or violent strike Also called: swot [C17: north English dialect and American variant squat]
(sw-t) n, vb, swats, swatting or swatted (sw't) n1. (Placename) former princely state of NW India: crossed into Pakistan in 19472. A river in Pakistan, rising to the north and flowing south to the Kabul River north of Peshawar. Length: about 640 km (400 miles) (sw)n acronym for (law) Special Weapons and Tactics: A
military-like unit within the U.S. Police Force, trained to deal with particularly dangerous situations such as hostage-taking and riotCollins English Dictionary - Complete and Unasced, 12. 2014 edition © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2014 (sw)v. swat•ted, swat•ting, n.
v.t. 1. hit sharply; slap; Smack: Swat fly. No 2. intelligent wound; slap; Smack. [1790–1800; possibly identical to swat, dial. squat variant] SWAT or S.W.A.T. (as initials or swts) n. a special section of some law enforcement agencies and equipped to deal with the solution situations such as when hostages are held (often
used attributable): the SWAT team. [S(pecial)W(eapons)a(nd)T(action)] Random House Kernerman Webster College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by Random House, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Past participle: swattedGerund: swattingImperativePresentPreteritePreterent
ContinuousPresent PerfectPast ContinuousPast PerfectFutureFuture Perfect ContinuousPresture Continuous Continuous ContinuousFuture Continuous PerfectPast Perfect ContinuousConditionalPast ConditionalCollins English Verb Tables © HarperCollins Publishers 2011 Noun1.swat - Sharp Punch - Strong Punch
With Fist or Weapon; blow to the headVerb1.swat - hit quickly with a violent wound; Swat flies hit - deal a blow, either with your hand or with the device; Hard hit her in the faceOn the basis of WordNet 3.0, Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc.verb1. To deliver a powerful punch at once
and sharply: bash, grab, impact, hit, knock, pop, slam, slog, snail, snail, laugh, sock, strike, thwack, blow, wham, whop.Informal: biff, bop, clip, wallop. Slang: belt, conk, paste. Let someone have it, a sock to someone.2. To hit with a quick, sharp punch of the hand: box, buffet, bust, cuff, punch, slap, slap, spank,
whack.noun1. Sudden sharp, strong thrust: bang, blow, impact, crack, hit, lick, pound, snail, sock, thwack, welt, blow, wham, whop.informal: bash, biff, bop, clip, wallop. Slang: belt, cone, paste.2. Quick, sharp punch, especially with your hand: box, buffet, bust, chop, cuff, punch, slap, smack, smack, spank, blow.
American Heritage® Rogetov tesaurus. Copyright © 2013, 2014 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. هَفِكب ًَةباُبذ  ُبِرَْضُيِبرَْضيَفكلاب  ٌَةبْرَض  plácnoutpřiplácnoutúder
slapSchlagschlagenzerquetschenacchiappamoschiacciareschiacciare una moscapriplotisutraiškamassutrėkštiCollins Spanish Dictionary - Complete and unastrained ©8. Ltd. 1971, 1988 © HarperCollins Publishers 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2005 [2005] SWAT team n (mainly US) (=Special weapons and
tactics) → GIGN m(= groupe d'intervention de la gendarmerie nationale) [sw啦t] n (British) (also fly swat) → tapette fCollins English/French Electronic Resource. © HarperCollins Publishers 2005Collins German Dictionary - Complete and Unaased 7th Edition 2005. © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1980 © HarperCollins
Publishers 1991, 1997, 1999, 2004, 2005, 2007Collins Italian Dictionary 1st Edition © HarperCollins Publishers 1995 (swot) – past time, past participle – verb crush (fly etc) by smack it with something flat. He swatted to fly with a composite newspaper. flap, doodslaan هَفِكب ًَةباُبذ  ُبِرَْضي   смачквам esmagar smække
κοπανωωω, πτππππαaplastar; matar de un golpe lömastama écraser ףיִלצַהְל 啦 म खी मारना zgnječiti, udariti (muhu) agyoncsap memukul slá schiacciare 啦啦く (啦 납작啦 것啦려 잡啦 sutrėkšti sist (ar cry priekšmetu) memukul meppensmekke, slåpacnąć لوړاتخچ ، رازو ااا ،  esmagar and strivi прихлопнуть press, mold
lopniti mlatnuti smälla [do] ตีอย啦啦แ啦啦 ezmek 拍 бити із силоя للل ا  đánh mсnh, đập nat 啦拍 noun act swatting. He gave waswas. slaan َفكلاب ٌَةبْرَض   смачкване pancada slap der Schlag smæk κοπννσμα golpe, manotazo (terav) löök 啦 läimäytys coup de tapette啦 म खीमार啦, म खी मारने क  थापी udarac (koji zgnječi što)
csapás pemukulan snöggt högg colpo ひと '찰싹' 啦 sutraiškamas sitiens pukulan mepsmekk, debris pacnięcie ل啦 یکنوژو  pancada lovitură тяллый удар strike mucholapkou udarec mlaćenje smäll, dask 啦ตีอย啦啦แ啦啦 ezme 拍 сильний удар; стусан للا اا   cú đập mсnh 啦拍Kernerman English Multilingual Dictionary
© 2006-2013 K Dictionaries Ltd. → ُبِرَْضي  slap the klaske schlagen κοπανωω golpear con contundencia läimäyttää écraser mlatnuti schiacciare ピシ啦啦と打つ 찰싹 meppen smekke pacnąć esmagar ллепать smälla ตีอย啦啦แ啦啦 vurmak đánh mсnh 猛击Multilingual Translator © HarperCollins Publishers 2009 Want to
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